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"What's to Love: Just in time for Valentine's Day, Jonesy is a comic about love that makes us swoon! Sam
Humphries (Legendary Star Lord, Citizen Jack) and fresh talent Caitlin Rose Boyle (Buck n' Lou & the
Night Crew) bring something special to BOOM! Box with this series about mad-cap shenanigans, friendship,
pals, being a teenager, and figuring out who you are...with a teen cupid twist! If you like Giant Days, dig
adorkable romance stories, or just want to smile from ear to ear after reading a comic, you'll fall in love with
Jonesy!

What It Is: Jonesy is a self-described "cool dork" who spends her time making zines nobody reads, watching
anime, and listening to riot grrrl bands and 1D simultaneously. But she has a secret nobody knows. She has
the power to make people fall in love! Anyone. With anything. She's a cupid in plaid. With a Tumblr. There's
only one catch—it doesn't work on herself. She's gonna have to find love the old-fashioned way, and in the
meantime, figure out how to distract herself from the real emotions she inevitably has to face when her
powers go wrong..."
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From reader reviews:

Mary Bunnell:

The book Jonesy #1 make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your capable a lot
more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem with your
subject. If you can make examining a book Jonesy #1 to become your habit, you can get considerably more
advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects. You may
know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Jonesy #1. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that,
science book or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Rachel Kaufman:

The reason why? Because this Jonesy #1 is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you
to snap the item but latter it will distress you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book alongside it
was fantastic author who have write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of benefits than
the other book include such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking technique. So , still
want to postpone having that book? If I were you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Constance Argueta:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try issue that really opposite
from that. One particular activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Jonesy #1, it is possible to enjoy
both. It is good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can occur its
mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Mark Smith:

As a pupil exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or to make
summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's heart or real their
passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library. They go to generally there but
nothing reading really. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and can't see colorful images
on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on this era,
many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore ,
this Jonesy #1 can make you really feel more interested to read.
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